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“CLIL AS A BRIDGE TO REAL LIFE ENGLISH” 

DURJAVNA FINANSOVO-STOPANSKA GIMNAZIA “INTELLECT” 

Town: Pleven, municipality Pleven, region: Pleven 

Vivian Todorova Dimitrova 

 

Day 1: 

The first day of our host we were in the school. 

Our first mission was to welcome  and meet the guests. We welcomed them with Bulgarian 

traditional-piece of griddle-cake submerged in honey. Everyone tried it. 

After the first mission we went to the library where we spent the whole day. 

We watched presentations about the history, Independence days and education system 

from every participant of the project. 

We learnt how to dance every country’s traditional  dance from the children from every 

county. It was very funny. 

After this we were grouped into international teams. And we played something like game 

for knowing the traditional elements of every country. My team’s country was Bulgaria and 

we did it very easy. 

And the final thing that we did in the first day was our walk to the center of Pleven. We 

showed our foreign friends  the center  of the town and went to play billiard.  

My girl from Italia (Aurora) spent the whole day not with me-with the Italian group, but I 

was with the other children from the project. They are amazing. 

http://www.hrdc.bg/bg


Day 2: 

The second day was our first trip with the greatest new friends. We went to Lovetch.  And 

we saw The Covered bridge over the Osum river. 

After Lovetch we went to Veliko Turnovo. There we visited the church “St. 40 Martyrs” 

where we get really good photo session and went to see and make some more photos of 

“Tsarevets”. 

Before we get home we visited Troyan Monastery “The Dormition of Mother of God” 

And for finishing the day we went to celebrate Mariana’s birthday she is one of the Italians 

girls. It was really interesting for me to know how the Italian group spent their free time. 

Day 3: 

The third day was in “Intellect”, our school. 

 First of March is a special day for the Bulgarians, because it’s our first spring holiday.  

We taught  our guests to made martenitsa. And after this we had fun with those, who  

wanted to sing. We played Karaoke. 

After the fun time, organized in groups  foreign students and teachers attended classes in 

different school subject. The guests in my class were students from Greece and Spanish   

and Turkish teachers. The subject was English and our lesson was for the mythology -really 

interesting coincidence. 

We had lunch with traditional Bulgarian food prepared by all hosting families.  

And after the lunch with transport we went to “Panorama-Pleven Epopee-1877”. Very 

good traveling we walked in the Epopee and went to see the museum of The Wine. We 

saw the beautiful nature of park Kailuka and outskirts of Pleven. 

Day 4: 

The fourth day was our second and big trip.  

We went to Sofia-the capital of Bulgaria. 

Our first stop was to cathedral temple “St. Alexander Nevski”. We saw the cathedral inside 

and went for a walk in the central part of Sofia and we passed by the buildings of the 

Parliament, the National Library and more beautiful building. 

After the walk we had free time in one of the shopping centers. 

The final stop was in National Historical Museum. Really interesting place with lots of old 

treasure and other important and interesting artifacts.  



Day 5: 

The last day. 

This was the only day in witch we shouldn’t  wake up early in the morning. 

Me and Aurora went to a playground with some of our new friends. Because they wanted 

to play football. 

And after this we went to the center, because it was Third of March, Bulgarians National 

day. 

We went to our school for the photo contest and for formal awarding of the participants 

certificates. 

After school we had time to get ready for our formal dinner with every participant of the 

Erasmus project. We had fun, we danced together and for the final we cried together. 

Day 6: 

In 2a.m. I said bye maybe forever to my Italian 


